<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Performance Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1. Profile & Welcome Section**  | **Gold**
Student takes ownership of portfolio and personalizes it in a professional way so it can be submitted for employment or post graduation studies. | **Silver**
Student has replaced all template prompts with personal information. |
|                                  | **Ruby**
Student begins to adapt LaFolio template and inputs some personal information. |
| **2. Aggregate Reflections/Goals** | **Gold**
Shows evidence of Life-long learning: Student recounts what s/he knows and what s/he can do, make connections between past and present studies and experiences, and make future plans for future endeavors. Student tells his/her story. | **Silver**
Student has a substantial list of experiences and artifacts; begins to make connections between past and present experiences; begins to tell his/her story. |
|                                  | **Ruby**
Student has listed some experiences and artifacts. |
| **3. Co-Curricular Experiences**  | **Gold**
Student demonstrates the importance of being actively engaged in communities by providing substantial detail of his/or her experiences. Includes a signature experience. | **Silver**
Lists at least 3 experiences and shows breadth and depth in his/her commitment to community engagement. |
|                                  | **Ruby**
Lists 1 to 3 experiences in community involvement. |
| **4. Leadership**                 | **Gold**
Lists one signature experience and shows breadth and depth in his/her accomplishments. Provides evidence of good leadership practices. | **Silver**
Lists at least 1 leadership experience and shows breadth and depth in his/her accomplishments. |
|                                  | **Ruby**
Lists 1 leadership experience. |
| **5. Resume: Content & Format**   | **Gold**
Multilingual format of resume required. Resume follows a professional format and includes a variety of experiences. | **Silver**
Completed, well formatted resume. |
|                                  | **Ruby**
Completed resume. |
| **6. Information & Technology Literacy** | **Gold**
Produces a complex, well mediated e-Portfolio of superior quality with 3 to 5 well researched, signature projects. Shows clear evidence of accessing and using information and media both ethically and legally. | **Silver**
Produces a complex, well mediated e-Portfolio of good quality with 1 to 3 well researched, signature projects. Shows clear evidence of accessing and using information and media both ethically and legally. |
|                                  | **Ruby**
Produces a well mediated e-Portfolio of good quality. Shows clear evidence of accessing and using information and media both ethically and legally. |

**Badge requirements:**
- Gold rating in a minimum of 4 categories.
- Silver rating in a minimum of 3 categories and Ruby rating in 1 category
- Ruby rating in a minimum of 4 categories

The LaFolio Badge: The Ultimate*

*Based on the AAC&U Value Rubrics.